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MINUTES OF THE MEETING  

OF THE THURLESTONE PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STEERING GROUP  

Held in the Yeo Room of the Parish Hall on 15th August 2016 at 2.00 pm 

 

Present:  Tony Goddard (Chairman), Sue Crowther (SC), Peter Hurrell, Gary Luddington, 

Robin Macdonald (RM), David Martin and Charlie Mitchelmore. 

Also present: Anna Martin (Wellbeing WG), Sally and Howard Martin, and Julian Ware. 

Apologies: Jill Munn, Kit Marshall, Judy Pearce and Chris White.  

 

The Chairman opened the meeting by explaining that the purpose of the meeting was to 

hear a presentation by Liz Abell (LA) of the DR Company about the results of the Parish 

Questionnaire.  As LA was delayed by traffic, the opportunity was taken to discuss the South 

Devon AONB Planning Guidance and the joint response of the Thurlestone Parish Council 

and the Thurlestone Parish Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group to the Guidance. 

 

1 SC explained that the AONB Planning Guidance consultation document requested 

examples of types of development in the AONB that fitted well in their individual 

settings.  The criteria were set out in the document. The Group discussed: 

 The new housing development in Churchstow 

 The Church Farm redevelopment of barn conversions, post office and 

village store in Thurlestone 

 Homefield, the Old Dairy redevelopment in Thurlestone    

 The four new eco-homes in Parkfield, opposite the Village Inn in 

Thurlestone 

 The West Buckland Barns redevelopment 

 The Gara Rock development near East Portlemouth 

 The Beach House café at Thurlestone Sands 

 Batson Heights, the Bloor Homes development at Salcombe 

 The new housing development at Loddiswell 

 The South Hams Business Park in Churchstow (an eg of 

commercial/economic development that was considered to be well-

screened and unobstrusive).  

 

Opinions varied greatly and the Group voted on: the new housing development in 

Churchstow  - 4 for (out of 7 members present); and on Loddiswell  - 3 for (out of 7 

members present).  There was further discussion about these two housing 

developments and the Group ultimately reached a general consensus that the 

following developments in the AONB were appropriate and could be put forward in 

the PC/NPSG joint response:  
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 The Church Farm redevelopment in Thurlestone 

 Homefield, the Old Dairy redevelopment in Thurlestone 

 West Buckland Farm Barns 

 South Hams Business Park at Churchstow  

 

RM would provide SC with more details of the Church Farm and Homefield 

developments to assist her with the written response.  It was agreed that the four 

Parkfield eco-homes should not be put forward due to their prominence and siting, 

specifically, their rear gardens facing the main thoroughfare of the village.  Other 

criticism was raised about putting forward the housing developments at Churchstow 

and Loddiswell because their architecture and design were not sufficiently distinctive 

or characteristic of the area.  

 

2 The Chairman then asked SC for details of where the Group was in the 

Neighbourhood Plan process. SC informed the Group that, according to the Project 

Plan, the drafting of the plan should already be under way but that it had been 

delayed due to having to deal with the Joint Local Plan and AONB Guidance 

consultations.  However, she confirmed that now that the Housing Needs Survey and 

Parish Questionnaire results were available, it would be possible to press on. [SC 

proposes to make a start on the Economy and Housing sections of the NP in 

collaboration with members of the Working Groups of these two sections.] 

 

3 LA then arrived and was invited to present the results of the Parish Questionnaire. 

Most importantly, she said there was a very good response rate (37% based on 698 

survey distributed) and that this will give the Steering Group a firm foundation on 

which to base the Neighbourhood Plan. The demographic represented was also very 

similar to that of the 2011 Parish Census, which further validates a plan built on this 

data.  LA made it clear that the data collected for individual questions could be 

analysed in other ways, if needed, eg by village, where the group thought that this 

would be helpful. She also pointed out that she felt that some of the additional 

comments made by respondents to individual questions indicated in-depth 

knowledge of that particular subject area (eg community Wifi) and suggested that 

the Steering Group should tap into that resource [Chris White is already investigating 

this particular subject and has expertise in this area]. Once the report of the detailed 

responses has been made available to the Steering Group, her colleague Tim Beavon, 

who assisted the Steering Group with the preparation of the Questionnaire, will be 

making a full presentation of the results to the Parish.  

 

Date of the next meeting:  Tuesday 6 September 2016 at 7.30 in the Main Parish Hall for a 

presentation of the results and Q&A by Tim Beavon of the DR Company. 


